Biodiversity is Youth!
Webinar, September 24, 2021 from 16:00 to 18:30 IST
In the light of CBD and our commitment to the 2020 framework, the roles and responsibilities of youth in
reaching long-term targets -like the 2030 biodiversity targets and aspiring 2050 vision for living in harmony
with nature- become central. Diverse initiatives by civil society organizations, government agencies or
international organizations across Indian states have provided rich experience and insights. It is now time to
build on these, and engage wider audiences, a whole generation actually, in these efforts.
One of such attempts is #LeadtheGreenChange (a.k.a. the Biodiversity Means Life Campaign) launched by
the European Union Delegation in India and engineered by Centre for Media Studies (CMS). This campaign
raises awareness about the stakes of Kunming 2021-2022 UN Biodiversity Conferences. A website and
social media launched on Earth Day - April 22, 2021. Please see https://leadthegreenchange.in/ for a series
of events and creative initiatives.
To go beyond and reach out to the youth through popular mediums, this campaign has also developed a
Biodiversity Anthem created by Grammy Award Winner – Ricky Kej. This Anthem and its video will hopefully
inspire other artists, celebrities and performers to also reach out wider audiences, especially youth, to take
action for Biodiversity restoration and conservation.
The Indian Youth Biodiversity Network (IYBN) is an official national chapter of Global Youth Biodiversity
Network (GYBN), the official youth organization under the constituency of Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD). It consists of young people aiming to create a positive impact at National and Sub-National levels.
This is a network of individuals with a common goal to address various biodiversity issues and prevent the
loss or degradation of ecosystems, everywhere in India.
The GYBN Indian chapter was established in 2018, during the GYBN Asia level workshop in Hyderabad
sponsored by the CBD. Its vision is to rebuild harmony between people and nature for a sustainable and
equitable India. Presently, the Indian chapter has four active state chapters in Maharashtra, Madhya
Pradesh, Telangana, Kerala. It also welcome representatives from other organizations and diverse
backgrounds such as research, farming, education, conservation, celebrities, indigenous youth, all quite
active at grassroots level and interested in policymaking.
Since January 2021, IYBN has organized more than 30 virtual consultation session including the IYBN
Virtual Biodiversity Forum conducted in May, 2021. The topics of discussion included Education, Economy,
Protected Areas, Wildlife management, Marine and freshwater conservation, Community conservation,
... Valuable opinions and perspectives of Indian youth were collected, to draft a National Youth Manifesto and
Indian Youth Position paper.

The proposed webinar “Biodiversity is Youth” on September 24, 2021 will bring together participants from
government, officials of United Nations and European Union agencies, research organizations, universities
and civil society organizations in India. This webinar is also a great platform for Indian youth biodiversity
network state coordinators representing Kerala, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, and hundreds of volunteers from all across India to learn about other
aspects of biodiversity conservation.

